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to manage the requirements better, but also in

Introduction

order to form corresponding collaborations for

We measure success of every system by the de-

realizing them. Nevertheless, different teams

gree that it can fulfil its requirements

determine the requirements separately and

(Nuseibeh and Easterbrook 2000). Product-ser-

the knowledge of requirements interdepend-

vice systems (PSS) - as an integrated system of

encies is missing. Such a knowledge is crucial in

physical products and services - particularly

collaborations and activities with regard to

have a large set of requirements, which are de-

change management, requirements prioritiza-

rived from different worlds of service, software

tion and testing.

and physical products (Berkovich et al. 2014).

To facilitate efficient collaborations during PSS

For instance, a car-sharing system is a PSS,

development, subproject A4 of CRC 768 looked

which integrates car as a product with sharing

at which factors raise conflicts during require-

services. Development of such a system brings

ments management collaborations; and how

together teams such as service design and

the relationships among the requirements,

smartphone app development with traditional

written in natural language, can be identified

mechanics engineering teams. Such different

automatically.

teams have to collaborate intensively and continuously in order to elicit and manage require-

CONFLICTS DURING REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT COLLABORATIONS

ments. With this regard, two issues arise. First,
collaboration in such a heterogeneous setting
of PSS development leads to a higher number

Development of PSS necessitates continuous

of conflicts. Second, we need to identify how

collaboration of different teams such as mar-

the requirements relate to each other not only
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Figure 1 – Taxonomy of Conflicting Elements
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product design, manufacturing and so on. The

source of creativity and innovation or by limit-

heterogeneity of the teams and disciplines in

ing the collaboration among different teams,

PSS development creates a higher number of

we follow an avoidance strategy.

conflicts.

system. Teams employ different tools, work-

IDENTIFYING DEPENDENCIES
AMONG REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATIONS

flow processes and methodologies to realize

A PSS brings together functions of a product

their objectives. Even the language that a team

with aims of various services. Consequently, to

uses is influenced by domain-specific terminol-

design and develop a PSS, the PSS provider

ogies. Such factors lead to conflicts during col-

must consider requirements of a very hetero-

laborations. To reach a comprehensive over-

geneous set of hardware, software and service

view, we reviewed the state of research and

components. Numerous components of a PSS

practice. We formulated the findings into the

are interdependent and so are their require-

taxonomy of conflicting elements during re-

ments. For example, providing a new service

quirements management (see Figure 1).

implies new changes in software and hardware

The taxonomy is of high managerial im-

components, which should be handled by peo-

portance as it increases the knowledge of hu-

ple from different teams and probably depart-

man and non-human project factors that can

ments. In the design phase, we require interde-

create a conflict. Such a knowledge allows

pendencies among the specifications in order

managers to do a better decision making in

to detect potential inconsistencies. During

complex situations. By identifying the elements

change management, knowledge of require-

at the early stages of the PSS development,

ments interdependencies facilitates efficient

managers reach a deeper understanding on the

change propagation. Similarly, in order to de-

extent to which the project is heterogeneous.

fine test cases, which cover all aspects of the

The more various elements exist, more con-

PSS, we need to know how different compo-

flicts are likely to emerge and more complexity

nents are related based on their requirements.

will the project face. Accordingly, the managers

Nevertheless, requirements specifications are

would be able to (1) prepare for dealing with

mostly written in natural language or semi-for-

the potential identified conflicts based on the

mal format, which means they include natural

taxonomy (2) increase everyone’s awareness

language text to some extent. This is due to the

with regard the elements, which increase the

fact that various stakeholders with different

complexity of the project. Accordingly, differ-

background knowledge use the requirements

ent strategies can be taken by the managers.

specifications as a means of communication.

Every team has a particular perspective on the

For example, differences among teams and
background of the teams can be exploited as a

Natural language is the only format that every-

The results show a great potential in this ap-

one can easily understand and relate.

proach. We could reach a precision of about

However, the inherent complexity and ambiguity of natural language makes it very challenging for automatic analysis by machine. In the
case of this research, the goal is to identify automatically a particular type of dependency
among specifications or in another words natural language sentences.

90% and recall of about 75% for one learning
algorithm. We suggest this solution for problems in which high precision is required, but
missing several dependencies do not lead to
any major faults. In contrary, we could reach
about 90% recall and about 50% precision with
another learning algorithm. Hence, in high sensitive contexts such a solution can be used.

To this end, we employed a machine learning

Moreover, we aim to collect user feedbacks on

approach as there it has a high potential due

the identified dependencies. In this way, the

increasing capabilities of machine learning al-

solution would be able to improve its perfor-

gorithms, availability of data and advances in

mance during its continuous usage.

the field of natural language processing. Moreover, a machine learning approach allows every
company and project to adopt the solution to
their own specific situation and needs.

As the next step, we are enhancing the solution
with a graphical user interface and advanced
graph analysis. For instance, one can easily find
which requirement must be implemented first

With such a vision, we designed and imple-

as a high number of other requirements are de-

mented the solution. We prepared a training

pendent on it. This facilitates the requirements

set of dependent requirements. Using natural

prioritization process significantly. As the solu-

language processing libraries, we extracted a

tion works with natural language specifica-

set of features from every sentence and their

tions, it can be easily incorporated in every

relationships. We analyzed performance of dif-

team and phase of PSS development.

ferent learning algorithms. The focus of our
evaluation was on whether the developed solution is able to find specifications, which constrain each other or not. We argue that there
are many different dependency types and
every manager can define a new customized
one. However, we chose this type of dependency because of its generalizability and rele-
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